Comparison of variance estimation approaches in a two-state Markov model for longitudinal data with misclassification.
We examine the behaviour of the variance-covariance parameter estimates in an alternating binary Markov model with misclassification. Transition probabilities specify the state transitions for a process that is not directly observable. The state of an observable process, which may not correctly classify the state of the unobservable process, is obtained at discrete time points. Misclassification probabilities capture the two types of classification errors. Variance components of the estimated transition parameters are calculated with three estimation procedures: observed information, jackknife, and bootstrap techniques. Simulation studies are used to compare variance estimates and reveal the effect of misclassification on transition parameter estimation. The three approaches generally provide similar variance estimates for large samples and moderate misclassification. In these situations, the resampling methods are reasonable alternatives when programming partial derivatives is not appealing. With smaller chains or higher misclassification probabilities, the bootstrap method appears to be the best choice.